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Abatrtact: Etâpirical electric-quadrupole core-polarization them are ao~tracted from the expari_
mantel y-ray transitions probabilities and quadtnpole mamanta.of naclei near 1°O sad 4°Ca

. .

	

using Woods~auan wave ßrnctiona which inchuie two-hole exdtatioas of the core . The re-
snlts are discussed in terms of microscopic and mticrotoopic models of the coro-polarhtlon
charge which are modified to inchtde binding-energy-dependant effects. The emphical results
are e, ~ 0.34f0.02e and eD ~ 0.94f0.O3e for A ~ 18 and s, =0.57f0.03e and s, ~ 1.06f
0.07s for A = 42. In both the macroscopic sad micxoscopic models the isoscalar polarization
charges ~P~Y that some Ofthe isoscalar B2 strength is 1°O and 4°Ca has above ~iban. The
ieovector polarization charges are larger than predicted by the microscopic calculations using
the Kuo-là+owa interaction bnt are consistent with the macroscopic model where E(T~ 1) -
3.3 iko .

1 . Ii>lrodacdon

There is considerable evidence that the conventional shell model can reproduce
many observed properties of nuclei if appropriate effective operators within a limited
model space are used 1) . The effective operators are introduced to compensate for
the severe apace truncation which must be made to construct a tractable shell-model
calculation . One of the oldest effective operators in nuclear physics is the effectives
charge which is used to account satisfactorily for electric quadrtipole (E2) observ-
ables ~_ s) .
The experimental data for E2 observables in nuclei near the closed shells wht~e the

shell-model calculations arc simplest are abundant, and it was realized early that
empirical E2 effective charges for the proton and neutron of about eP = 1.~ and
e, = 0:5 (in units of e) were needed 6) even in cases where the experimental level
scheme was well described bythe shall-model theory . This effect is now well established
to arise predominantly from the virtual excitation of particles from the closed shells
t 1Pr+eseat address: CyclotronLaboratory, Michigan State University. Bart Lansing, Michigan48824.

tt Research ~~~bythe US 13aergyResearch and Development Administration under contract
wiW the Union Carbide Corporation.
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to orbitals two units higher in the major quantum number N [N = 2(n-1) +!
where n = 1, 2, . . . ] . The amplitude of these dN = 2 one particle-one hole states in
the wave function is small but they have a large effect because thedN = 2 transition
strength enters into the E2 matrix elements linearly in the admixed amplitude. The
dN = 2transition contains most ofthe nuclear E2 sum rule limit. The effective charge
originating from these dN = 2 contributions is often referred to as the coro-polari-
zation charge .
The simplest microscopic calculation for the core-polarization charge, carried out

in first-order perturbation theory with a delta function residual interaction and
dE= 2#cv for theenergy denominator, yields qualitative agreement withthe empirical
values. However, one expects, in analogy with the well known lp-lh dN = 1 colleo-
~ive 3-, T= 0 excitations and 1 -, T = 1 giant dipole excitations, that the dN = 2,
2+ excitations have collective properties which would be important for a more quanti-
tative understanding of the core-polarization charge.

There has been a renewed interest in the dN = 2, 2+ excitations theoretically and
experimentally . More sophisticated microscopic calculations for the core-polarization
charge have been carried out which include the effects of higher order terms on the
perturbation expansion' -1°). Many of these calculations have been made with e8
active interactions based on realistic nucleon-nucleon potentials . In addition, the 2+
collective properties have been described in the macroscopic model lg-21 ). Also
there is now some direct experimental evidence for the location and transition
strengths of the collective dN = 2 states ~~ -26).
The most detailed calculations of the core-polarization charge have been carried

out for light nuclei (A ~ 40). However it is known that for the light nuclei other
effects exist which make it difficult to compare the calculated core-polarization charge
directly with experimental quantities. Themost important of these are changes in the
radial wave functions for loosely bound valence orbitals (especially near 160) and
the largo admixtures of core deformed wave functions made up of dN = 1, 2p-2h
and4p~h exCltat10n8 ~' -30).
Thepurpose of the present paper is twofold . First, we attempt to extract from the

experimental observables for nuclei near 160 and a°Ca, effective charges which are
the most closely related to the core-polarization charges. Secondly, these quantities
are related in a consistent waytothe existing theoretical calculations and subsequently
to observable properties of the dN = 2 collective 2+ states . The experimental effeo-
five charges are extracted from the measured quadrupole moments and E2 transition
probabilities using Woods-Saxon single-particle wave functions. The Woods-Saxon
parameters are chosen to reproduce the rms charge radii and single-particle binding
energies . The experimental core-polarization charge is isolated by explicitly including
microscopic 2p-2h components in the model-space wave functions andbyemphasizing
the states with highest spin which are believed to be the least influenced by these
COmpOIIentS 27-30).

The single-particle wave functions for the nuclei with A = 15, 17, 39 and 41 are
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theoretically simplest, but the experimental data for these nuclei are not complete.
For the experimental polarization charge we also consider the configuration mixed
nuclei with A = 16, 18, 40 and42 for which the model-space wave functions are still
relatively simple. Tn most cases the model-space wave functions are obtained using
the Kuo-Brown'1~ sa) two-body effective interaction.
The following sections can be divided into twomajor parts. Sects. 3-6 give a com-

plete discussion of howthe empirical effective charges are obtained from the experi-
mental data and are independent of sects. 2 and 7. Sect . 2 is meant to give an intro-
duction and brief review of the theoretical models for the core-polarization charge
with a discussion of howthe theoretical models can be modified ifWoods-Saxonwave
functions are used . The comparison between the empirical and the theoretical results
is discussed in sect. 7.

2. The E2 effecä~e operator

For a particle or hole outside a closed shell nucleus the core-polarization charges
Sep and ten are defined by the ratio of the matrix elements of the ~r~ single-particle
operator between theexactwavefunctions ~ to its matrix elements between the single-
particle wave functions

Se~, m «IBQF~'I~')
«IQ;,~'I~')

is = +~} far a neutron and -~} for a proton . For theLS closed cores 160 and 4°Ca
the most important difference for the E2 matrix elements between the wave functions
~ and ~ is that ~ contains dN = 21p-lh states whose coherent superpositions make
up the J" = 2+ T= 0, 1 giant quadrupole states of the closed core .
The reduced matrix elements of eq . (2)

E2 = Qi,a~[(~}-taxe+Sep)+(}+t:den]

are directly related to the. experimental quadrupole moments and B(E2) values :
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Once the wave functions are specified these matrix elemonts can be evaluated and the
effective charges can be extracted from the comparison with experimental data. This
is done in sects. 3-6.

All detailed microscopic andmacroscopic theoretical calculations for 8e have been
previously carried out accnming harmonic oscillator single-particle wave functions;
the result of those calculations will be denoted by S~°'°` and Sew°', respectively. In
this section the relationship of these calculated core-polarization charges to the pro-
perties ofthe valence-particle wave functions and the properties of the giant quadru-
pole states of 160 and 4°Ca will be discussed. The special problems associated with
multiparticle systems are discussed in subsect. 2.3.

2.1 . STATE AND BII~DING BNERGY DEPENDENCE

Inthe simplest microscopic calculation, ae~°` can be obtained in first-order pertur-
bation theory with adelta-function for the effective interaction and putting all lp-lh
states degenerate at an anorgy of 2iao. Assuming LS closed shells for 160 and `°Ca
and using harmonic oscillator wave functions, the microscopic first-order expression
for ôQ~s~ which involves a sum over all dN = 2 lp-lh states [see for example eq .
(1) of ref. 18)] can be simplified to the exact form:

where

for 160 and

for ~°Ca.

aQ~2) = F(ts~mu)k(T~m(1)pf3)(e. ~)~

F(ts~i°'c°~ _ [3V(1-a)+V(1+3ax2tj)]/4v(dE = 2~Im),

P(r) a

	

~

	

I~t(r)l'.
t-1

v = mco/h = hm/41.465 .

The delta-function interaction is parameterized as

V(rls) _ -V(1+aal ~a2~(rls)~
and k(r~~°K°~ is given explicitly by

Fora single state which exhausts the energy-weighted sum rule for the multipolarity
~1, the microscopic transition charge density p(r)e defined by
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has been shown to be simply related to the ground-state density p(r) [refs . sa, s~)] by
p(r~ = N~-ldp(r)fdr,

	

(7)
where

Thus in eq . (S) k(r~'°K~) is proportional to the transition charge density for the
dN = 2, 2+ -. 0* transition in 160 or 4°Ca. In theLSclosed shell model the degene-
rate dN = 2, lp-lh state contains all of the l?1 strength. In the Tamm-Daacoff and
random phaso approximations the core-polarization charge depends mainly on the
coherent isoscalar and isovector dN v 2 states which are perturbed from 2itco. In
this case the transition charge density is still proportional to r~' ldp(r)/dr sincethe
sum rule is nearly exhausted by these single coherent states .
As it was first pointed out by Fallieros and Ferrell °), the state dependence of the

core-polarization charge given by eqs. (3) sad (S):

S~t~ci) = p(t°~mce) «I1r(r~°'N'I~'iRO
«Ir'I~'~o

can easily be understood . It depends only on radial integrals and hence only on the
n, l, n' and l' quantum numbers of the valence wave functions. That is, a~t~c+~ is
independent of any combination of the f signs for the orbitals with j ~ lid and
j' = l'f~}. The functions k(rY°i°`t+) and r~ are similar inside the radius r ~ 1.1A},
but k(r~ t°Kn decrease while r= increases outside this radius (see ßg. 1). Thos, if the
radial wave functions of the valence particles lie mostly inside the nuclear surface,
the effective charges are state independent, while if a substantial part of the radial
wave function lies outside the nuclear surface, the effective charges are relatively
reduced.

Tests I
Radial inte~als ofr' and k(r)mt°d~) for harmonic ofcillator wave fhnctiona and the F.2 coro-polariza-

tion ohar8es for a delta-function interaction

~).'6' ~ 1.18A'n for Ae 16 and 17 and b= e 1.13A'n for A ~ 40 and 41 .
") k(r~i"+(+) ie given by e9. (6).
h First order ooro-polariratIon charge with the interaction Y(r,~) _ -300(1 +0.12Q 1 " 0?1) A(r�)

MeV " fm' and dB e 2~im.

A nl dC <ra~o".~)
(fm°)

(k(r)m~or(i)~a ")
(fm-' x 10-')

~mtot{J~) atomfor(J)

16 1p 1p 7.44 77:8 0.333 0.177
17 ld ld 10.62 75 .1 0.374 0.120

1 d 2s 9.60 45.1 0.248 0.080

40 ld ld 13.53 85 .6 0.373 0.183
ld 2s 12 .22 68.7 0.309 0.163

41 lf 1f 17.33 87 .6 0.452 0.145
lf 2p 14.58 49 .4 0.307 0.098
2p 2p 17 .53 34.3 0.281 0.090
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The integrals (r~)HO and <k(r~°~c'))eo are given in table 1. The b~°K~ given in
table 1 were calculated with the interaction strengths Y s S00 MeV " fms and a =
0.12 which are typical values needed to fit empirical matrix elements within the (sdr
model space. The ratio of the proton and neutron core-polarization charges is a
constant ~(1-3a) = 0.32.
Eq. (8) for b~~Mc'~ is useful in understanding the core-polarization charges ob-

tainedfrom more realistic interactions. The results of previous calculations of be°i°`
using the central finite-range Kallio-Koltviet interaction 9. l o, i~) show almost
exactly thesame orbital dependence as 8~~°d') and the,~independence is still preserved
The effect of a central finite-range interaction is to introduce a more general radial
dependence k(r~~°` obtainedfrom a folding integral ofk(r~°~(') withthe radial depen-
dence of the interaction. The width of the surfaced peaked function k(r)°~°` is broa-
dened relative to k(r~'°`tq but the position of the maxima are nearly the same [sea
fig. 3 of ref. s)]. For a non~entral interaction the situation is complicated even
further by the introduction of a complete nlj and n'l'j' dependence for SQfs~. How-
ever, the fact that the calculated values of Sem'°` given by Kuo and Osnes 14) using
the Kuo-Brown effective interaction qualitatively follow the orbital dependence of
eq. (8) indicates that the most important aspect of the state dependence is containod
in the zero-range form k(r~°K'~ .
An important question is how the values of S~'°' are modified if. for example

Woods-Saxon (WS) wave functions are used instead of harmonic oscillator wave
functions. A reasonable assumption is that the dN = 2 transition charge density is
still proportional to rdp(r)fdr and that p(r) itself can be described by harmonic oscil-
lator wave functions. Themost important region for the integrals ofk(r)m'°r(') is near
the nuclear surface where p(r)~r obtained from model independent analysis s°) of
electron scattering data is well described by p(r~o.
The modification to Sem'°` is then simply given by the ratios of radial integrals:

where the label WS means that the valence particle wave functions have been calcu-
lated in a self-consistent way which can, for example, be approximated by using a
Woods-Saxon potential. The quantity Se<, will be referred to as the bindingtnergy
dependent core-polarization charge. This correction will be estimated by assuming

Theparameters given in tables 2and 3 for the Woods-Saxon potential are discussed
in sect. 3. The ratios (r2i~s/(r2)xo and <k(r~~°d')~<k(r~~°K'))tto are given in
tables 4 and 5, respectively. For loosely bound valence particles the ratios <r3~vs/
<rz)eo increase, however, the ratios (k(r~'°K'~)ws~(k(r~~°K'))eo dedrease which
means that the value ofthe effective charge given by eq . (g) can be sign~Fcantly redr~ced
from 8~`° .̀
The form ofthe microscopic effective charge given by eq. (8) is similar to the result
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Vats 2
Harmonic osollletor sad Woods-Saxon parameters

Test$ 3
Proton and neutron sinelo-particle energies for holes A = 16 end 40, and particle, A ~ 17 and 41 ')

njj A~16,17

	

A~40,41

') ßxperimental velue fi+om ref. 4').
') Theoretical value from ßhon and Swift'°) .

Twsts 4
Radial integral ofr= for Woods-Saxon wave functions

A e~j dl'J'
<r')n

')

Proton
<r'),Y,
~r3/BO

<r3~n
(Îm1)

Neutron
<r'iws
~r1/RO

16 1s,} ls.~ 3 .98 0.892
lp~ 1p.~ 7.50 1.009 7.32 0.985
lp~ lp~ 7.64 1.028 7.41 0.997
lp~ lp~ 7.82 1.032 7.54 1 .014

17 ld,~ ld,t 15.0 1 .41 13 .2 1 .24
ldf ?s} 17.5 1 .82 14~0 1 .46
ld~ ld} 14.9 1 .40 14.8 1 .39
2s.~ 2ai, 30.1 2.83 19 .2 1 .81

40 ld,~ ld~. 13 .5 1 .00 13.1 0.97
2s~ 2s~ 13 .3 0.98 12.5 0.92
ld~ ld~ 13 .4 0.99 12.8 0.95
ld.~ 2s,} 11.5 0.94 10.9 0.89
ld} ld,~ 13.4 0.99 12 .7 0.94

41 lf~ lf~ 18 .9 1 .08 17 .4 0.99
lf~ 2p} 16 .8 1 .15 14.8 1.02
1 f4 2p} 17 .2 1 .18 15 .4 1.06
lf~ lf# 18.0 1 .03 17 .6 1.00
2p~ 2p~ 23.7 1 .35 20.0 1 .14

e. ev e. 8r
ls~ -44 ~) -G2.9 ~)
lp~ -21 .81 -18.44 -32.1')
lp~ -15.65 -12.11 -24.5 ~)
1d~ - 4.14 - 0.60 -21.25 -14.0
2s~ - 3.27 - 0.10 -18.11 -10.86
ld~ 0.94 4.50 -15.64 - 8.33
lf.~ - 8.36 - 1 .08
2p~ - 6.29 0.71
2p} - 4.23
lft - 2.86

16O 4oCa

ro (fm) 1.324 1.329
o (fm) 0.65 0.65

üco (Me~ 14.0 10.7
~r'%w'n (~) 2.72') 3.48')
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Twin s S
Radial mescals of k(r)~od~ for Woods-Sawn wave functions

r "3.8
T
i ~ r "4.55

ffr) " ~

l
I + .~

~~

b a

L0 2A 3A 4A
r(fm)

5A 7A

Fia. l. Plots for ~°Ca of (a) the harmonic oscillator ground-state charge distrlbntion p(~) and the
woods-9axon radial aependenoe j1(r) . (b) the microscopic and macroscopic transition aamsities,

and (c) lxodacta ofthe valence particle or hole sinab-partiçle wave P~mctions .

A ~+Ü. dlT
<k(r~l°~81~rs
(fm-' x 10-s)

Proton
<k(r)mi~(e>i~rs
<k(r~ar(s)~o

Neutron .
<k(r~tor(a>iws <k(r~i°Kel~rs
(fm-' x 10- ') <k(rP°t°K1)iuo

16 lp~ 1p4. 75 ..5 0.970 75.8 0975
17 ldt ldt so.o o.81a sas o.873

ld,~ 2s~ 24.9 0.554 31 .0 0.688
40 ld,~ 2s~ 62.6 0.911 64.0 0.932

ld4 ld} 85 .1 0.99a 84.6 0989
41 lf~, lf~ 85 .1 0.972 88.5 1.010

lf~ 2p~ 39 .9 0.808 44.9 0.909
2p~ 2p~ 43.8 0.803 49 .6 0.910

p(r) a~a
(a)



of tho macroscopic particle-vibration coupling model where the radial dependence of
k(r), which originates from the coupling interaction is approximated by 1 q)
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where Y(r) is the average shell-model potential.
In i6U and aoCa, when Y(r) and p(r) are parameterized by the Fermi distribution

shape [eq. (25)], about a20 ~ larger value ofro is needed for Y(r) than forp(r). Thus,
since k(r~°' has a maximum at about 0.7 fm larger radius than the maximum of
k(r)~°K+~ derived from the density. distribution (see fig. 1) the state dependence of the
effective charge for the ldf-2sß and ld~-ldf matrix elements using k(rY°'°` is about
50 ~ less than the microscopic result. It is interesting that the macroscopic state
dependence is similar to the results of microscopic calculations with density dependent
interactions i7).
The difference between the microscopic and macroscopic transition density has

also recently been discussed for soePb [ref. s6 )] . where the difference between Y(r)
andp(r)is less . Fornuclei around s oepb Astner et al.' ~) foundthatthe experimental
state dependence of the effective charges were approximately accounted for by
assuming See, oc C¢Ik(r~l¢')ws «Ir21~'iws "

In the harmonic oscillator macroscopic model a state independent core-polari-
zation charge for nuclei withN~ Zhas been estimated i9_si) as

Se~ a 0.50+0.32(2ts).

	

(11)

Since a state independent effective charge can be obtained by using the harmonic
oscillator potential Y(r~o = ~mcoZr2 for the macroscopic transition density:

a~o ~ F(tj)C~I~V(r~oldrl~'i = F(t~)nu0s.

	

(12)
«I~I~'>

T~s 6
State dependenceofthecore-polarüation chargesis themacroscopic model withk(r~ =rdY(r)ldr

n1J ~fl'i' <k(r)°'°`~o Proton

~<~~rs

Neutron

~<raiws

16 lp~ lp~ 0.988 0.920 0.938

17 ld~ ld~ 0.897 0.597 ' 0.693
ld~ 2s~ 0.843 0.356 0.499

ld~ 2s} 1.207 1.188 1.207
ld,~ ld} 1 .112 1.069 1.070

41 lf{ lf.~ 1.115 1.034 1.098
lf~ 2p~ 1.131 0.891 1.034 .
2p~ 2p~ 0.970 0.635 0.792
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which defines F(t~), the state dependent macroscopic effective charge is given by

mmz «I~`I~'iAo

where k(r)°°" = Y°rdf(r)Jdr, and f(r) is given by eq. (25). The binding energy
dependence is obtained by replacing a~'°` and k(r~i" in eq . (g) with S r~r and
k(r~, respectively. The result is

mmz <¢Irzl~'iws

For the presont calculation, Y° = 50 MeV was used for k(r~`°`. The calculated
values of the ratios used in eqs. (13) and (14) are given in table 6.

2.2. RELATION WITH QIANTQUADRUPOLE STATES

(14)

Due to the residual interaction, the energies of the coherent lp-lh 2+ states are
lowered for the T= 0 combination and raised for the T = 1 combination. Since
these particular states contain most ofthe sum rule limit the radial dependence of the
transition density can still be approximated by eq. (7). However, the shift in energy
can change the core-polarization charges.
For the N sr Z nuclei, the isoscalar effective charge beo --_ }(Sea +Sep) and iso-

vector effective charge Sel =- (Sea-Sep) are directly related to the T = 0 and T = 1
states, respectively. In the macroscopic mode1 19'z') in which the particles couple to
vibrations ofthe core, the effective charge SeT is proportional tothe transition strength
to the ground state divided by the excitation energy of the collective lp-lh 2+ with
isospin T. In general ifthe 2+ state is fragmented over several energies then

[The dependence on the energy ofthe low lying q-transitions has been neglected since
in most cases E, ~ 1 MeY~E(2i+ ) s;s 2 ~tm.]
The macroscopic state independent core-polarization charge given by eq . (11) has

been obtained by calculating the energy of the T= 0 and 1 states in the itPA approxi-
mation and assuming that the single collective states each contain half ofthe classical
energy weighted sum rule for N = Z nuclei. This sum rule is given as aa)

+

	

, +

	

SZ ~z
s

Sr = ~So~... ' ~ ~ E(~ )B(~. 2i -~ g.s.) =
gR m

<r
~

where <rzi is the mean-square charge radius and where 5T ~ 187 MeV "W.u. for
1s0 and5T = 232 MeV "W.u. for ~°Ca (W.u . is the Weisskopf unit ; 1 W.u. = 2.40
ez " fm4 for 160 and 1 W.u . ~ 8.13 ez " fm4 for 4°Ca) . With the RPA solutions of
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ET_c = ,/2üm and ET _ 1 = 3.3 ~ given by Hamamoto 1
g) .the state independent

ooro-polarization charge in terms of WT m SrlEr is

beô = 1 .05Wâ°r
bei = 3.6Wiu°`

beô = 0.49 Wô°'`
bei = 1.7W~°`

for 160,

for ~°Ca.,

	

(17)

whore Wr is in units ofW.u.IMeV . Substituting these relations into eq. (14) the state
and binding energy dependent core-polarization charges for some cases of interest
are obtained :

beo = 0.73R'om`°'+ 2.49W1m`°`

	

A = 17,

bep = U.Sl Wô°'-1 .76W~°'J

	

lf~-lf} .

In order to obtain analogous relations between the core-polarization charge and
WT in tho microscopic theory, we consider the five sets of quantities be, E(2t+) and
B(E2; 2t -r g.s .) given by the five approximations used by Kuo and Osnes 14).

Treating be and ~'°' as numerical parameters the five approximations can be con-
tained within the modified linear relation :

bed°' = GTWT~°'+HT s
where Gr aadHT are orbital dependent constants. For some cases of interest :

beô°' = 1.091~~°'-0.03

	

160,
bei'°` = O.SOWiw°'-0.01}

	

ldf-ld,~,
b~ior a O.~~lor

	

16Or
bei~°` = 0.30Wîgor}

	

ldt-2s},
beô°` = 0.73 Wô~°'-0.07

	

6°Ca,
bei'°` = 0.33Wiv°'-0.01

	

lf~-lf~ .

Including the binding energy corrections given by eq. (9) :

	

_

bea = 0.77Wô°'+0.35W~°`-0.03

	

A = 17,
bep = 0.63»x°'-0.29Wî~°'-0.01}

	

ldf-1dN
bea = 0.40Wô°`+0.14Wî'°'î

	

A = 17,
beP = 0.26Wô~°`-0.09Wiv°',

	

ld~-2sß,

ber = 0.66~i°'-0.30Wi1°'-0.05

	

lf~-lft .

(18)

(19)

(21)
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The results given by. eqs. (18) and (21) are useful in relating the observed coco-
polarization charges directly with the properties of the giant quadrupolo states. The
values of the isoscalar coupling constant G° are very similar in the microscopic and
macroscopic theory, but the isovector coupling constant is much larger in the macro-
scopic theory than in the microscopic theory . This difference is closely related to the
strength of the isovector exchange in the two-body interactions. In the macroscopic
model the isovector coro-polarization charge is obtained from the charge dependent
part of the static nuclear potential i9, s°).1t is interesting but perhaps not surprising
that the microscopic core-polarization charges obtained with the Skyrme interaction
[VBII' ofref.'~)] are nearly identical to the macroscopic result, since the parameters
of the Skyrme interaction were obtained by fitting the ground-state properties of
IIuclCl 39). The microscopic results of Kuo and Ornes 1~) which are adopted for
comparison here are based in contrast on a basic nucleon-nucleon interaction which
apparently has a relatively smaller isovector component.

2.3 . SYSTEMS WITH MORE THAN ONE VALENCBNUCLEON

Thediscussions in subsects. 2.1 and2.2 which follow fromeqs. (1}{3) hold exactly
only for one particle or hole outside the closed core . In some cases it is necessary to
take the empirical effective charges from nuclei with more than one valence nucleon .
For these cases eq. (3) must be modified by including sums over state-dependent ono-
body and two-body operators

u
`' «IQ;~2'I~'>

The two-body operator, which is necessary in order to take into account the Pauli
principle for more than one valence nucleon, is small compared to the ono-body
operator because in perturbation theory it involves several terms which tend to
cancel. The two-body effective charge has been discussed by Harvey andKhanna. ia)
for A = 18 and by Dieperink and Hrussaard 1°) for ~°K.
The experimental coro-polarization charges are extracted assuming only a ono-

body state-independent operator, andthey are examined for differences which could
be attributed to the two-body effective operator . Since a state-independent operator is
assumed in some cases where there are several orbital components involved due
to configuration mixing, the extracted polarisation charge reflects only the dominant
component in these cases .
One of the most difficult problems for several valence nucleons is how to treat the

"single-particle� binding energy . In this paper we make the approximation that the
effective singlo-particle binding energy for the component of a specific orbital in a
multipatticle state is

where ef is the singlo-particle energy in the one particle system and «~IVI~~~ is the



") dais deßaed by °q . (23).

where
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Tuts 7
i3iadina °~8Y depandenoe of the r' and k(rptor(~) radial iatearals

effective interaction energy for the n-particle system in the state J. The behavior of
the ratios <r~~vs/~r~iaoand <1~(r)"~°`~~~sl~~r~ta<cn~tto for the ldf-ld~, and ld~_
2s} matrix elements as a function of da = ~-e~ is shown in table 7. Values of da
are estimated empirically from da = [B.S.(8+Z, 8+N)-H.E.(160)-Nan(ld~.)-
~v(ldlf)]/(N+~ . Typical values of da are de(ls0 0+) = 1.9 MaV, de(ls~ 2+)
0.9 MeV, da(ls0 4+) = 0.1 MoY, de(19F $*) = 3.7 MeV, and da(1 °No 2+) = 6.0
MeV.

3. Rrtdid matrlz el

TheWoods-Saxon ~°) wave functions for the valence particles were calculated for
an average field which has the form

a

Y(r~ 9 ~ C3-
~

s,
r

	

r ~ R,J
I

t

with Ra = 3.48 fm for 160 and Ro ~ 4.48 fm for 4°Ca.
A conventional value (a = 0.65 fm) of the diffuseness parameter was assumed and

r° was then chosen to reproduce the rms charge radii obtained for 160 and ~°Ca in

n~j ~!'J' da ")
9 aJi-ar
(M°~

<r'~ws
<r'~o

Protoa
(k(r~~MA)�,
<k(r~i~i)~o

(r'iws
<r'~o

NaWroa
(kir~"~s)iws
<k(rPt.~(t))ao

ld* ld~ 0.0 1.41 0.81 1.24 0.87
2.0 1.22 0.89 1.14 0.92
4.0 1.12 0.94 1.06 0.96
6.0 1.04 0.97 1.00 0.99

1 d~ 2s~ 0.0 1.82 0.33 1.46 0.69
2.0 1.41 0.74 1.27 0.81
4.0 1.24 0.85 1.15 0.91
6.0 1.13 0.96 1.07 0.98
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electron scattering measurements a1)

where the finite size of the proton, <r~)w~ = 0.8 fm [ref. 41 )] . A summary of the
WS parameters are given in table2. The radial wave functions for the valence particles
were then calculated numerically; Vo was chosen to reproduce the experimental
single-particle binding energy for each orbital considered (Y° rs SO MeV and
V,, s~ 15 MeV). The value ofA wastaken to be 16 (40) for hole orbitals and 17 (41)
for particle orbitals near 160 (a°Ca). The adopted single-particle binding energies
taken from ref. aZ) are given in table 3. The radialwavefunctions for unbound orbitale
were approximated by assuming a0.1 MeV binding energy. The harmonic oscillator
parameters needed to reproduce the rms radii are üm = 14.0 MeV for 160 and
itm = 10.7 MeV for 4°Ca.
There are at least two small effects which have not been included in the above

determination of the Woods-Saxon and harmonic oscillator parameters. The c.m.
correction should be included for the matrix elements of FA = r2 which determine
the rms charge radii ~), but, as shown by Fallieros and Ferrell s), there are no equiv-
alent corrections for the Q~z~ matrix elements . The harmonic oscillator rms radii
should be modified to

This leads to a 3.8 ~ decrease in ftm for 160 and a 1 .2 ~ decrease in ~m for 4°Ca.
Also the ground states of 160 and 4°Cahave been assumed to be closed shells. Cal-
ciilationa for the core excitations indicate that the ground state of 160 includes
about 27 ~ 2p-2h and 4 ~ 4p-4h. Using harmonic oscillator wave functions this
leads to a 1 .9 ~ increase in the sum over core protons andhence a 1 .9 ~ increase in
~co for 160. Using the same wave functions for a°Ca leads to a0.5 ~ increase in 31m.
In total these corrections lead to a decrease of 1 .9 ~ and 0.7 ~ in Rico for 160 and
~°Ca, respectively . These changes are small compared to the other theoretical and
experimental errors in the present paper [see below and eqs. (30)] and hence they
have been neglected . Their major eûect would be to reduce the empirical proton core-
polarization charges in table 10 by 0.019e and 0.007e for 160 and 4°Ca, re-
spectively.

Clearly, the values chosen for the parameters a and ro are not unique . Thus it is
important to determine the sensitivity of various matrix elements to changes in these
parameters . In the extreme case of tightly bound particles when the harmonic oscil-
lator and Woods-Saxon matrix elements are the same, the requirement of repro-
during the rms radius is enough to fix the individual valence particle matrix elements.
However, the loosely bound 2sß and ld,~ single-particle wave functions near 160 are
more sensitive to changes in a and ro. For small changes from our parameters,
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dr° = r°-1.324 and da = a-0.65, tho requirement to reproduce rms radius implios
dr° _ -0.32da. The dependence of the individual <r~)ws matrix elements on dr°
and da can thus be reduced to a dependence on da:

neutron :

	

(ldflrZlld~.)lvs = 13.2+4.1da,

<ldflr~l2s.~~ = 14.0+6.8da,

	

(26)
proton :

	

<ld~lr~hdt)ws = 15.0+6.3da,

<ld~l~l2s~)ws = 17.5+10.1da .

These relations are used to relate the uncertainty in the diffuseness parameter to
uncertainties in the extracted effective charges.

4. Modehpaoe wave functions

TheB(E2) values and quadrupole moments for the states ofinterest near 160 and
4oCa. are obtained using wave functions derived by diagonalizing an effective one-
plus two-body Hamiltonian. These wave functions, or in some cases the E2 matrix
elements themselves, are taken from previous calculations . In the simplest model
space considered it is assumed that 160 and a °Ca form inert cores. These will be
referred to as zero-hole (Oh) wave functions. More extended wave functions, which
include some part of what is often referred to as the deformed states, involve the
excitation of two particles from the closed core (2h wave functions). The E2 matrix
elements for the wave functions which include 2h components are given by

(Oh+2hI1E2110h'+2h) =

	

1-aZ 1-âz(OhIlE2110h')+aa'(2hI1E2112h') .

	

(27)

For the diagonal case it is clear that the E2 matrix elements will be enhancai by the
addition of the 2h components only if (2hl IE2112h) > (Ohl ICI IOh) . This inequality
depends upon the mass number and T� that is, whether or not (Ohll~l IOh) is domi-
nated by protons or neutrons .
The Oh wave functions for A = 15, 17, 39 and 41 are simply the single-particle

wave functions. The Oh wave functions for the A = 18 and 42 nuclei were obtained
by diagonalizing the Kuo-Brown effective interaction sl' ss) in the (2s-ld)Z and
(lf-2p)Z model spaces, respectively. These wave functions are given by Kuo and
Hrown sl' ss). The (2s-ld)-1 (lf-2p)1 (T = 1) wave functions for a°K were calcu-
lated by Jackson et al. as) again using the Kuo-Brown interaction. The (lp)_1 (2s-
ld)1 (T = 1) wave functions for 16Nwere calculated by Gillet et al. 4<) using a differ-
ent effective interaction, however, in the case ofinterest (J' -. J = 0- -" 2-) the E2
matrix element is dominated by one component.
The coefficients A and Bfor the theoretical E2 matrix elements written in the form

Aep +Be, are given in tables 8 and 9 for cases of interest in nuclei near 160 and4°Ca,
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respectively, using the Oh wave functions. The results are given using the harmonic
oscillator and Woods-Saxon radial matrix elements discussed in the last section.
With harmonic oscillator wave functions the coe0icients A and B are symmetric for
pairs of mirror nuclei andA = ( -1~TBfor nuclei withNa Z.

Extended Oh+2h wave functions have been calculated for A ~ 17 and 18 by Ellis
and Engeland s9) and for A = 42 by Flowers and Skouras s°). These wave functions
are complicated. However, the E2 matrix elements for the states of interest using
harmonic oscillator radial matrixelements can be obtained directly fromtherespective
papers . TheOh parts ofthe wave functions are consistent since again the Kuo-Hrown
interaction was used. The ooe~cients A andB using the present harmonic oscillator
parameters are given in tables 8 and 9. Theproduct,/1-aß ,/1-a'~ which indicates
the amount of Oh component in the E2 matrix element of eq. (27) is also given in
these tables. The coefficients A and Busing Woods-Saxon wave functions can easily
be estimated since the form of the Oh part of the wave function is not significantly
changed by the addition of 2h components . Thus
COh+2hI1E2110h'+2h'~

COh+2hI1E2110h'+2h')Ho

+ 1-as~1-â~[<OhIlE2110h'ias-Cohll~lloh~ixo]
+aâ[C2hI1E2112h'iws -<2hIlE2II2h~iso~ "

The last term proportional to the small factor ace' is neglected and the Oh+2h WS
matrix elements are obtained from the terms which contain previously calculated
quantities .

S. F.

	

ntal data

Some of the experimental data concerning the quadrupole moments and B(E2)
values for nuclei near 160 and a°Ca are well established in the compilations 4s-ae)
but in the last few years much new and more accurate data have become available. In
this section the data will be briefly discussed with an emphasis on the uncertainties
which are still present and the discrepancies which exist in the literature .
The quadrupole moments of 1~0, 39K and ~°K are deduced from hyperfine split-

ting measurements and thus depend on an accurate knowledge of the atomic wave
functions which must include the atomic polarization effect a9 . so), iJsing~~ri-
mental results of Harvey s1), Schaefer et al. a') deduce Q(1 'O) _ -2.562 e " fms
using atomic wave functions which include a shielding effect due to the atomic polari-
zation . The uncertainty in the shielding correction is believed to be 2 ~ or less a9).

This more accurate value of 1~O Q-moment is consistent with the value Q = -2.65
t0.3 e " fma quoted previously ~6). The hyperfine splitting for 39K and ~°K has
been measured by Ney et al. ss . sa). Including the aatishielding corrections of
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Sternheimen et al. s °) the deduced quadrapole moments aro Q(3gg) = 5.2f0.2
e " fm~ and Q(4°R) _ -6.7f0.8 e " fm2. These errors include an estimated 3
uncertainty so) in the Sterabeimer antiahielding correction. This value of the 39K
moment is different from the value in the 1965 compilation of Lindgrens4), Q(3gR)
= 9t2 e " fm~, which is commonly quoted iâ the literature.
The ratios of the quadrupole moments of l'F(~+), 18F(5+),1'F(ß+) and~°F(2+)

have recently been reported ss). The magnitudes IQ(l 'F ~}+) I = 1012 e " fm~ and
IQ(18F 5+)I = 13 f3 e " fms are deduced using a previous measurement se) of

Two different values for the mean lifetime, T = 24.811.3 ps [rof. s')] and T =
46t3 Ps [ref. ee )], have been reported for the 180 4+ state. Hoth lifetimes were meas-
ured with the recoil-distance method but using different reactions. The former valve,
s = 24.8 t1 .3 ps, leads to a B(E2) value [B(E2) = 816/E;(MeV~c(ps)] which is
consistent with theoretical expectations (see discussion below). The latter value,
T = 46f3 ps, leads to a B(E2) value which implies quite different neutron effective
charges in l'O and 180 which could not easily be explained theoretically. For the
discussion below the larger value of the lifetime will be assumed to be in error; a
definitive experimental answer on this point would be important .
For the 39K ~}+ -. }+ transition a B(E2) = 115f40 e~ " fm4 is deduced from the

average mean lifetime of z = 70125 fs [ref. 48)] for the ~+ state together with the
fact thattheMl component of this transition has been measured to be small in (e, e')
experiments s g" so). However, a different value of B(E2) = 44f10 e~ " fm4 was
deduced directlyfrom an (e, e') experimentwhichwas also consistent with a resonance
fluorescence measurement of the total width [l'(~+) = 4.6 f1 .3 meV] s9)

. For the
present comparison we adopt a value of B(E2; 39R ~+ -. ~+) = 90f60 eZ " fm4.
If'the M1 component of the ~}+ -. ~+ transition ln'9R is small it is reasonabe, to
assume that this is also the case in 39Ca . Assuming a pure E2 transition a value of
B(EZ) = 29f6 e3 " fm4 is obtained from the average of two mean lifetime measure-
ments sl, sz) gor the 39Ca ~+ level, s = 310160 fs.
The most recent measurement e3) of the 41Ca ~- mean lifetime of a = 800170 fs

is in disagreement with previous measurements which averaged s4) s = 450t120 fs .
We adopt an average value ot~a = 6001300 fs which gives B(E2; 41Ca ~- -. ~-) _
SOt25 e~ " fm4. Only an upper limit has been obtained for the lifetime of the 41Sc ~-
leve1 48).

Finally, two different values have been reported for the mean lifetime at the 4ZTi
6+ State, T = 26fS IIS [ref. 6s)] and T = Sf2 ns [ref. ee)]. As discussed iII ref. se)
the longer lifetime leads to a B(E2) value which implies amuch smaller proton offeo-
five charge .than can be expected theoretically. A romeasuroment s') of the 4~Ti 6+
lifetime with the same reaction as used in ref. ss) yielded a more accurate result of
s = 4.5 f0.5 ns which supports the short lifetime, however, as independent measure-
ment is needed. This result yields B(E2; 4~Ti 6+ -+ 4+) = 28t3 e~' " fm4. TheB(E2)
values for other .! _ 42 nuclei have been summarized previously es, se).
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The experimental values of the quadrupole moments, Q,>w, and the reduced traa-
sition probabilities, B(E2)w, for tl>~ . cases of interest are given in tables 8 and 9 for
nuclei noar 160 and ~°Ca, rospec'tively .
The theoretical values of Q and B(E2) for the Oh and Oh+2h model-spaco wave

functions discussed in sect. 4 are also given in tables 8 . and 9. The theoretical values
are paramototized by the neutron and proton effectivo charges in the form Aep +Be,.
By equating these theoretical values with the measured value, CtdC, one obtains
the relation:

Ifep and e, are state-independent quantities, then the points (A/C, BlC) Plotted on an
(x, y) graph should form a straight line which crosses the x~àais at 1/ep and crosses
the y-axis at 1fe, .
The points (AlC, BlC) are plotted. for nuclei near 160 in fig. 2 using A and B cal-

culated with harmonic oscillator Oh wave functions, Woods-3axoa Oh wave functions,

2
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and Woods-SaxonOh+2hwave functions in parts a, b and c, respectively. The error
bars on the points (AJC, B/C) represent the experimental error fdC.
The lines in fig. 2 indicate the effective charges for the A = 17 ~} -. ~ transitions.

The results using the Oh andOh+2hwave functions are qualitatively the same. For the
transitions 1'O ~ -+ $, 1eF 5 -. 3 and 1'F ~ -" ~ which primarily involve the 2s~-
1d~ matrixelement consistent effectivecharges are obtained especially with the Oh +2h
wave functions: e, = 0.34 and ep = 1.07.
For transitions which primarily involve only the ld~ orbital, consistent effective

charges are obtained in some cases; i.e . for 1'O Q(~),
1"O 4 -. 2, 1eF 3 -~ 1 and 1sNe

4 -. 2. However, the enhancement ofthe A = 18 2 -. 0 transitions cannot beexplained
using the same effective charges even with the Oh+2h wave functions considered
here . Even though it is very difficult to provide a microscopic description of these
2 -. 0 transitions, the other 2df E2 transitions and quadrupole moments seem to be
adequately described. The 1sF 5+ quadrupole moment is not in as good agreement
but this maybe due to the large experimental error. Using the Oh +2hwave functions,
for the A = 17 ldf matrix elements we obtain, ea = 0.33 and ep ~ 1.24 (10.27) ;
and for A = 18, en = 0.34 and ep = 0.94.
The results for the empirical effective charges for nuclei near 160 are summarized

terms of the polarization charges bep = ep -1 and Se, = e, in tables 10 and 11,
respectively. It is interesting that with the Woods-Saxon Oh+2h wave functions the
neutron polarization charge, aea = 0.34, to within 5 ~ is both state and number in-
dependent.
The proton polarization charge ïs zero to within about fO.le . This result is quite

different from the analysis with harmonic oscillator wave functions which gives
Se, s~ 3eP ~ 0.5 (see fig. 2a). In a similar analysis with Woods-Saxonwave functions,
Harvey and Khanna 12) obtained a large value for the proton polarization charge.
However, their ratios <ld#~r~~nlj~~<ld~~rl~nlj~~ were assumed to bo the same
for protons andneutrons and are much different for the proton than the presentvalue
of the ratios given in table 4.
The errors indicated in tables 10 and 11 for the experimental polarization charges

are due only to the experimental errors in C which are in some cases very small.
Errors in the theoretical matrix elements should also be considered due to uncertain-
ties in the radial wave functions, the effective interaction, and the extent to which the
core deformed components have been adequately described . Errors due to the radial
wave functions can be estimated from eqs. (26). In the worst case, an uncertainty for
the diffuseness parameter of da = f0.10 fm for the <ld,~~r2~2s}) proton matrix
element leads to an uncertainty in the effective proton charge of t0.06e. Overall this
leads to uncertainties in bep of t(0.04e-0.06e) and in Sea of t(O.OIe-0.02e); these
are in most cases larger than the experimental errors.
The points (AlC, BlG~ are plotted for nuclei near a°Ca in fig. 3, andthe extracted

polarization charges are summarized in tables 10 and 11 . In this case the experimental
information is not as accurate, especially for the A = 41 nuclei . The best experi-
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Fin. 3. Plots for nuclei soar 4°Ca of the quantities A/C versus BlC with A and B determined from
(a) Oh Woods-3axoa wave fuactio~ and (b) Oh-I-2h Woods-Saxon wave functions. The quantities
A, Band Care given in table 9 . The numbers labeling (AJC, BJC) referto the labels in table 9 and the
line represents the effective charges needed for the best ßt to the A ~ 42 6+ -w 4+, S.+ -~ 7+ and
3+ .-~ l+. transitions (20, ?3, 24 and 2~ .- The neutron and proton effcetive charges aro given by the

values of 1/y end 1/x, respectively, where the line crosses the axes.

mental data are for 3gK anti the A = 42 nuclei. The lines in figs: 3 represent the lf~
effective charges needed for the 4~Ca6 ~-. 4, 4~Sc S ~ 7, 4~Sc 3 -. 1 and 42Ti 6 -. 4
transitions. The overall consistency is a little better with theOh+2h wave functions;
in this case we obtain en = 0'.40 and ep = 1.06. The effective proton charge needed
for the 39K gnaärupole moment using Oh wave functions is ep = 0.97; this value is
changed insignificantly vWlien Oh+2h wave functions are used.
Due to thé larger an~tilar momentum and relatively higher Coulomb barrier for

the valence `prôtons, the diûerence between Woods-Saxon and harmonic oscillator
wave functions is not as large for nuclei near 4°Ca as it was' for 160. However the
extracted values of täe effective charges for the A = 42 system are.very sensitivé to
the amplitude of the 2h ~r deformed component. This is especially cleat in the iarger
enhancement of thb 2 ~ 0 transitions for A = .42 compared to A ~ 18 . Fôr the
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polarization charge analysis the most important question is the amount of 2h compo-
neat in the A = 42 6 -. 4 transitions. For these transitions the 2h component of the
Oh+2h wave functions may have been overestimated by Flowers and Skouras' °)
in order to achieve bettér overall agreement for all transitions.
The E2 transitions in 4~Ca for both the ground~tate band and excited deformed

band have been analyzed in terms of Oh and deformed components by Towsley et
al. zs). With their coexistence model, there is enough experimental information for
theJ = 0+, 2+ and4+ states to extract a constant effective charge, aand <2h~ ~E2~ ~2h')
for each spin (see eq . (27)). They obtain eo = 0.646t0.039 using harmonic oscillator
wave functions with bZ = 3.46 fm~. Using the present Woods-Saxon wavo functions
this becomes éa = 0.5710.03 which is closer to the value of eo extracted from the
6+ -. 4+ transition in ¢~Ca using the Oh wave functions (eII = 0.62) than to the
value extracted using the Oh+2h wave functions (en = 0.40). Thus the 6 + -~ 4+
transition in 4ZCa appears to have a smaller 2h component than is given by the
Flowers and Skouras Oh+2h wavo functions .

Until the microscopic wave functions in the ~°Ca region are better understood
theoretically the most reliable neutron polarization charge is then beo s 0.5710.03
for the 1 f~ orbital. Using the Oh+2hwave functions small proton polarization charges
are obtained ; bep = -0.0210.05 for ld,~ and beP = 0.06f0.07: for lf~ .

7. Dis~sion

The empirical E2 core-polarization charges for various valence orbitals near 160
and 4°Caare summarized in tables 10 and 1 l. Themost striking features are the vary
small proton polarization charge, be~ ~ 0, for both 160 and 4°Ca andtho orbital
and number. independent neutron polarization charge, beâ° ~ 0.34, for 160. The
neutron polarization charge is lamest for 6°Ca, be'â ~. 0.57, than for 160.

In this section we discuss the comparison ofthese results with the presenttheoretical
understanding of the nuclear polarization phenomenon. In the brat section, the ea-
perimental results for the core-polarization charges are compared with tho results of
microscopic and macroscopic calculations including the binding-energy corrections
discussed in subsect. 2.1 . In subsect . 7.2 a model dependent analysis of the wre-
polarization charges is made based on the discussion in subscct. 2.2 to extract infor-
mation concerning the isoscalar and isovector quadrupole vibrations of 160 and
~°Ca. Finally in subsect. 7.3 the effective chargefor the entire region I6 < A < 46
is discussed.

Unfortunately it is very diScult to obtain unambiguous experimental information
on the dN = 2two-body effective operator defined by eq. (22) . The largest two-body
effect would be from the net contribution of blocking of the N-^2 -. N excitations
andenhancement oftheN -. N+2excitations as a function of.thé number ofprotons
in the model space N. The experimental data for the proton rich nuclei is especially
inadequate for this comparison . Due to the contributiön of both blocking and en-
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hancementeffectsthetwo-body effective charge is relatively small andwill be neglected
for the discussion below.

7.1 . COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL CORE-POi~F~eTION
CHARGES

The results of various theoretical calculations of the core-polarization charges are
given on the right side of tables 10 and 11 . The first four columns are based on the
microscopic calculations of Kuo and Osnes 14) assuming harmonic oscillator radial
wave functions. The results in the first three columns were obtained using the Kuo-
Brown effective interaction and an unperturbed single-particle energy difference of
2i~m for: (i) the first order approximation (lp-lh states unperturbed at 2i~in), (ü) the
itPA approximation, and (iü) the RPA approximation including the self-screennng
of the . lp-lh interaction. The fourth column gives the screened. itPA result with
"empirical" single-particle energies . The values in the first four columns are taken
from ref. 14) for the particle orbitals. The first two columns for the hole orbitals are
taken from ref. 9) andthe third and fourth columns are estimated from these results
using eq. (19) and WT°` from table 12 . The fifth column gives the macroscopic
estimate of the polarization charge based on eqs. (11) and (13) .
The next five columns give the binding energy dependent core-polarization charge

which is obtained by replacing the harmonic oscillator valence particle wave functions
with Woods-Saxon wave functions, eqs. (9) and (14) .
The empirical state independent neutron charge for the 1d~-1df and 1df-2sß

matrix elements cannot be explained by the theoretical core-polarization charges.
With and without the binding energy correction a difference between these matrix
elements of about 50 ~ and 20 ~, respectively, is expected theoretically. This pro-
blew most likely indicates an inadequacy in theOh+2h model space wave functions
for the A a 17 nuclei . In particular the 4h components probably contribute due to
the strong four-particle correlation which is known to be important for 160. On the
other hand, the 4h components may not be so important for the A = 18 high-spin
wave functions since much of the four-particle correlation is already included in the
2h (Zh-4p) wave functions. Thus, the empirical state independence of the neutron
effective charge is probably fortuitous . If the deformed components can be better
accounted for in future calculations it would be interesting to reanalyze the state
dependence of the effective charge .
The best quantitative comparison with the calculated core-polarization charges

should thus be obtained with the A = 18 and A = 42 high-spin results:

8e~=p = 0.3410.02 A = 18,
Sep° _ -0.06f0.05 ld~-ld~, (30)
Séz° = 0.57f A = 42,
Sep= ° = 0.06t0.07

0.03~
lf~-lf.~,
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wheretheerrorforA = 18 includes an uncertainty of0.1 fm farthe diffuseness param-
eter. The effective single-particle binding energy is both cases is nearly the same as in
the ono particle systems (de ~ 0) since the interaction energy is small for the (T = 1)
higher spin states.
The most detailed theoretical results are given by the last three columns in tables

10 and 11 . These all give about equally good qualitative agreement with the empirical
values, however, quantitatively none give perfect agreement. The quantitative dis-
agreements are bast discussed in terms of the isoscalar and isovector core-polari-
zatioa charges.

7.2 PROPBRI'ISSOF T'HE CiQR IN 1°O AND 4°Ca
Afruitful way to proceed is to extract the empirical in_ verse energy weighted sum,

W,~°', given by eqs. (18) and (21) [note that eq . (18) is valid for all of the binding-
energy~orrected microscopic approximations given in tables 10 and 11 ]. The sum
W~ can then be compared directly with the theoretical calculations of this quantity
as well as direct experimental information concerning the GQR in 160 and 4°Ca.
For example if ono assumes that theGQR are described by single states which ex-
haust the classical energy weighted sum rule, WT1 immediately gives the excitation
energy ET v (STIW~)}. In relationship to states in 160 and 4oCa it should be
emphasized that Wôdoes not include contributions from the low-lying 2p-2h and
4pr4h 2+ states since these are considered part of the model space.
The results of this analysis are given in table 12 along with the theoretically calcu-

hrted values for E, 5 and W. First for the T= 0 GQR in 160, the microscopic and
macroscopic analysis for WT1 give the same results; W~ ~0.20 W.u./MeV and
E° ~s 31 MeV assumingET = (~So,�,lWT~)~ . This energy is in agreement with the
results of the microscopic screened-RPA calculation with empirical single-particle
energies, but is 10 MeV higher than the macroscopic estimate of ~/2üm = 19.8 MeV.
The Ta 0 E2 strength which has been observed in (a, a') [ref. aa)] and (e, e')
[ref. 16)] experiments is all below 30 MeV; this.discrepancy would be accounted for
if a large fraction of the E2 strength lies unobserved above 30 MeV. The E2 strength
in 160 is observed to be more spread out (below 30 MeV) than is observed for the
T = 0GQR in heavier nuclei .
The results for N'T: 1 for 160 are very different in the microscopic and macro-

scopic analysis due to the difference in the isovector coupling strength discussed in
subsect. 2.2 . The best consistency is found between the macroscopic analysis for
W~°1 and the macroscopic calculation. These give an excitation energy of approxi-
mately 46 MeVfor theT= 1 GQRandsupport the need for a large isovector compo-
nent in the effective interaction . Unfortunately no direct experimental evidence has
been reported for the T= 1 GQR.

Very similar conclusions are obtained for the analysis of the GQR in 4°Ca. The
sum W~ is in agreement with the microscopic screened-RPA calculation with
empirical single-particle energies but the energy is SMeVhigher than the macroscopic
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estimate of ~/2i~CO = 15.1 MeV. The (a, ai') w~perimental excitation energy is ET ~ o
= 17.913.5 MeV [ref. ss)] . From .tho macroscopic analysis for WT: 1 the isovector
GQR is predicted to lie at about 41 MeY in 4°Ca. .

It has been suggested 69) that the macroscopic estimate of the isoscalar GQR can
be generalized to include finite range and non-local effects in the single-particle
potential by introducing as effective mass m*Jm which modifies the energy to E(T =
0) _ ~/2~m(m/m*)}. The discrepancy between the energies obtained from the core-
polarization charges and the simple macroscopic estimate of E(T = 0) _ ~/2i~m
corresponds to m*Jm sa 0.41 for 160 and m*fm ~ 0.57 for 4°Ca. These values are
much less than the value m*lm ~ 1 suggested for heavy nuclei from the fact that the
energy of the GQR are consistent with the simple macroscopic estimate of ,/2iam
and that they exhaust the energy-weighted sum rule'°). However, the T = 0 GQR,
at least in 160, does not seam to be concentrated in one state. Arecent analysis of a
inelastic scattering on 160 [ref. 71)] shows there are at least five states below 14 MeY
which exhaust about 13 ~ of the sumrule and about eleven states in theGQRregion
from 18-25 MeVwhichexhaust only about 23 ~ of the sum rule. The states from 18-
25 MeV give Wo ~ 0.096 andthe remaining inverse-energy weighted strength could
be accounted for by a stets at s;s 34 MeY which exhausts about 64~ ofthe sum rule .
With this situation it is difficult to interpret the effective mass .

7.3. EFFECTIVE CHARGES IN THEREGION 16 < A < 56

The core-polarization charge has been discussed for the systems with only one or
two nucleons in the model space not only because these are the simplest to describe
but also because these are most sensitive to the isovector effective charge. In nuclei
with three or more nucleons in the model space which have ground states with iso-
spin T < Tm,= _ fin, the low-lying E2 transitions are dominated by the isoscalar
component. The adequacy of dN = 0 and 1 wave functions for the sd shell nuclei
can be tested by comparing the needed isoscalat effective charge with the isoscalar
core-polarization charge.

Since most shell-model calculations are carried out with harmonic oscillator wave
.rtfunctions, it is convenient to define a new quantity er,

where

Using the macroscopic model to relate See, with the experimental quantities for the
A = 18 and 42 systems (eqs . (30)) we obtain

rs
<~iHO mm~<~iivs

o

	

(0.20+0.62ts	for160

	

(

	

)
0.29+0.4ßt: for'°Ca. .

	

32
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In the case when <rs )�, a ~ <ra)so, which may be realized when them are about
four or more particles in the ad shell, for the <ldlICI 11d) matrix element, Seô = 0.18
and Se~ = 0.28 for particles near 160, and Seô = 0.32 and be~ = 0.27 for holes
near 4°Ca. Thus the isoscalar effective charge is predicted to increase as A increases in
the sd shell whereas the isovector effective charge is constant.
Many (sdY calculations have previously been carried out for 20 < A < 38 ; the

comparison with experiment requires typically beô = 0.5-0.6 [rofs. "-'~)] which
is about twice as large as the core-polarization estimate. This discrepancy may indi-
cate the inadequacy of the model-space wave functions within the sd shell due to the
effective interaction or truncation effects, or it may indicate that dN = 1 contri-
butions, (p) '(sdr+' and (sdp -.(fpr, are moro important than is generally con-
sidered .

Finally we briefly discuss the effective charge for the fp shell nuclei, Because of the
large number of configurations in the (fpr model space with n > 5 it is prohibitive
to carry out exact calculations . However, for the lf~ shell nuclei the energy levels
especially for the yrast bands can be well described bY simple (lf~~` wave functions
with an effective interacting taken from the two particle spectra of 4ZSc, BSc and
s4~ [~ ~s)], With~~wave functions the effective charges for the transitions be-
tween states with T < Tm�= _ ~}n are in general very much larger than the A = 42
polarization charges, for example, for the N = 28 nuclei ep ~ 1 .9 [ref. 69 )] . Most of
this large effective charge must then be due to a strong dN = 0, T = 0 correlation
which involves mainly the 2pß orbital . Similar effects are probably present in the
upper fp shell nuclei where wave functions of the form (2pß, lf.~, 2p}r can be used
to describe the energy levels with some effective interaction, but the effective charges
(as well as the effective interactions) are strongly influenced by dN = 0, T = 0
correlations involving the lft orbital .

7.4. COMMENTS ON FURTHERINVES'TIaATION

More accurate and more roliable values of the empirical core-polarization charge
will depend on: (i) A better microscopic treatment of the core deformed states. The
A = 18 and 42 2+ ~ 0* enhancements relative to the higher spin transitions are still
not microscopically understood. (ü) More accurate experimental measurements of
lifetimes and moments are needed. As discussed in sect . 5, the present experimental
results in some cases are conflicting. The experimental information for A = 15, 39
and 41 is especially lacking.
The present analysis of WT' indicates that some T = 0 GQR strength may lie as

yet unobserved above 30 MeV in 160. The T = 1 GQR aro predicted at about 48
and 41 MeV in 160 and a°Ca, respectively. Tt would be interesting to locate these
states directly.
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